
Peep Show Series 3 Quiz 

Round 1 – Multiple Choice 

1. Who is Jeremy trying to break up with at the start 
of episode one?  

A) Toni B) Michelle OR C) Carla?  

2. Who does Big Suz describe as her hunk of monk?  
A)Johnson b) Stu c) Super Hans  

3. What did Jeremy have coupons for?  
A)The Beers B) The Pringles C) the Olive Oil  

4. Where does Sophie move to? 
A)Aberdeen B) Bristol OR C) Cardiff 

5. What made Hans fall in love with the pub? 
A)The Fruit machine B) the organic scrumpies OR C) 

the washing machine 

6. Mark tells the doctor that Jeremy thinks he’s living 
in which decade?  

A)1960s B) 1970s C) 1980s  



7. In which episode do we first meet Big Mad Andy? 
a) Sectioning b) Shrooming c) Sistering 

8. What does Mark not list as one of the symptoms 
of gastric flu?   

A)Funny tummy B) tension head C) Weird ears 

9. Where is Mark headed for his work trip in 
Shrooming? 

A)Aberdeen B) Frankfurt C Kettering  

10. Sarah’s husband is called Simon, but how many 
other characters are called Simon in Peep Show?  

A)2 B) 3 C) 4 (Dobby’s boyfriend and SIMON HANS!) 

11. From which newspaper did Mark get the 
vouchers for the quantox?  

A)Sunday Telegraph B) Daily Telegraph C) Sunday 
Times 

12. What chocolate bar did Mark NOT have for 
rationing? 

A)Twix B) Dairy Milk C) Kit Kat 



Round 2 – Music 

1. Mark decides to borrow Jeremy’s sex mix, reflecting 
that it would be better to play that, than what other 
CD? Big Bond Themes  

2. Which song is Sophie singing along to at the 
cinema? Push it by Salt-N-Pepa 

3. Jez plans to tell Merry that which band have their 
own van? Franz Ferdinand  

4.Which band does Super Hans say people like before 
pointing out that people voted for the Nazis?  
Coldplay  

5. What instrument did Big Mad Andy once play? 
Drums  

6. Big Suz is worried that taking magic mushrooms 
would mean she can no longer play which instrument? 
Piano  



7. What instrument does Mark plan to learn during his 
time off? Clarinet  

8. What song did Mark and Suz dance to in the arcade? 
Cotton Eyed Joe  

9. When Mark asks “what are you dancing a jog for, 
Jeremy?” Jez pretends its because which band are 
playing at Reading? Jamiroquai  

10. What song do we hear playing on Jeremy’s sex tape 
when (as he puts it) he does the nasty with Mark’s very 
own sister? 
Sweat (alalalala) 



Video Round  

 

What’s hanging on the living room door in this scene?  

A Dream catcher  

Which channel 4 newsreader can be very briefly heard 
on the tv?  

Jon Show  

What kind of shirt is big mad Andy wearing?  

Polo Shirt  

Which leg does big mad Andy use to kick down the 
door?  

Right  

What excuse does Big Mad Andy give for leaving?  

Wife dumping the kids on him 
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Round 4 - Hardcore 

1. Big Suz was preparing for an audition for a stage 
version of which film? Crash  

2.What did Mark cook for him, Suz, Jez and Sarah?
Mushroom Stroganoff 

3. When trying out phone sex, Mark asks Sophie to 
imagine that it’s those two and which TV presenter? 
Andrew Neil  

4. When Mark asks Merry for a phone number, how 
many numbers does she write down? 3  

5. What are the names of the pills Mark is offered in a 
gay bar?  Foghorn Leghorn (or Brown Bears)   

6. Mark once sent Sophie flowers when she did what? 
Got a new fridge  

7. What religion does Jeremy think Andy will start up?  
Jeremism   



8. During his iconic rant, Mark begins by saying there 
are systems in this world for a reason. He lists three, 
what are they? Economic stability, interest rates, 
growth  

9. What program did Mark want to watch with Sophie 
on the night he planned to propose? The Apprentice 
(final)   

10. ‘When planning to poison Mark, Jez acknowledges 
that he has an evil plan, he’s like a Bond villain, or a 
younger who?’ Richard Branson 
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